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Client :  Jeff Robb Photography     

Brief :  Book Design
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NAKED SINGULARIT Y
In many ways, Jeff Robb’s Naked Singularity can be seen as a three-dimensional 
response to the history of the photographic nude. American photographers 
Edward Weston and Alfred Stieglitz sought formal perfection in the nude, 
European-based photographers Bill Brandt and Man Ray sought innovative 
abstract designs. Robb’s work borrows from both traditions, but it is uniquely his 
own. Perhaps the most salient aspect of Robb’s nudes is their sensuousness – 
the lighting both nuanced and beautiful. In velvety darkness, his nudes emerge 
like marble sculpture – supple, sentient flesh, given the implacable hardness 
of stone. Skin tones have few deep shadows or harsh highlights, so our eye is 
encouraged to move slowly across soft transitions of tone. 

This movement is aided by fluid, yet contained, compositions: a hand holds a foot, 
leading the eye from arm to leg; the curve of a back echoes the curve of a breast. 
Our eye is encouraged onward, yet it always has a place to rest. And of course, as 
these are three-dimensional images, the body also moves. It does so like our eye – 
slowly, so the three-dimensional form of each model reveals itself gradually.  Robb’s 
figurative series can broadly be divided into two: the full-length figures and those which 
are cropped. The cropped figures encourage metaphorical interpretation. You begin to 
see natural and organic forms – seashells and sea-smoothed stones; the curve of a 
pepper or a pear or a peach. Whilst in the full-length figures, the body is simplified into 
pattern: arms form a cross before the body; a breast is framed by torso, arm and leg. 
Here is both the aesthetic beauty of a Weston or a Stieglitz and the exquisite abstract 
design of a Man Ray or a Brandt. 

The full-length figures perhaps do not have such poetic resonances. They seem to 
remain defiantly human. Certainly at first, you notice the particularities of the human 
body rather than metaphor – the taut skin over bone juxtaposed against folds of flesh; 
the smoothness of skin against the texture of hair; a hard, tense, weight-bearing limb 
against one that bends, leaf-like, towards the ground.  

If there is metaphorical element in the full-length figures, maybe it is because they 
represent psychological states of mind. The figures in repose appear to float like 
feathers in black space. The models seem lost in another world, mindful of nothing. 
Sitting, standing or kneeling however, the figures seem to be very much in this world – 
contemplative or concerned. Perhaps we see our moods in these models.  

‘Contemplative’ and ‘concerned’ are, in fact, good descriptions of Robb’s images, 
not just his models. Think of the work of many modern ‘masters’ of the nude, 
Robert Mapplethorpe, Herb Ritts or Patrick Demarchelier. In their images, there is 
melodrama: every muscle is fixed and flexed, sexuality is blatantly exalted. Robb’s 
work is quieter, more demanding, probably more beautiful – it shows he is an heir to 
older, greater masters of the nude.

~ Matthew Rake

C A P T U R I N G  T H E  I N V I S I B L E
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Aerial 2

Jeff Robb’s Aerial series (2011) develops the themes from his 

earlier work, Naked Singularity (2008) and Othersides (2010) 

by extending the notion of escaping the forces of nature 

and laws of physics, as we perceive them in our everyday 

existence. Once again, using the nude as his subject, Robb is 

playing with our pre-conceived perceptions of the world and 

subtly distorting them to fool us. On first glance the bodies 

could be jumping, captured in flight. On further inspection 

there is a calmness and meditative quality in the figures’ 

sense of expression. They have plunged into the chasm where 

earthly boundaries are lifted, they malinger, floating serenely. 

The bodies have achieved an equanimous state.

Water is a viscous medium and here it acts as a support for 

Robb’s figures enabling them to achieve otherwise impossible 

body shapes and unique spatial forms which vary infinitely within 

an aqueous continuum. You won’t find clumsy suspension by 

ropes and wire or other film effects here. These bodies are truly 

in a liminal state, between this world and another, suspended in 

the void between universes. The black void of the earlier series is 

replaced in the Aerial works by an ethereal abyss of the deepest 

blue which is only visible on close physical inspection of the actual 

work; printed reproduction rarely does justice to the true colour.

The ghostly qualities seen later in Robb’s Eidolon series (2012) can 

trace their genesis back to the Othersides series, but it is in Aerial 

that the translucency and phantasmagorical spectre-luminosity of 

skin tone reveal themselves fully to shimmer like silver scales in the 

darkness. These are revenant beings seen in a state of abeyance.

The viewer is perplexed, first by the lenticular dimensionality of the 

images then by the impossibility of the positions. These are works 

that require time to view, time to contemplate the impossibility of 

the reality presented. These are images that must be witnessed 

‘in the flesh’ and ones that must be seen at a life-like scale. 

Robb’s use of scale only adds to the figures’ deity-like nature 

which begs the viewer to pay homage to their serene beauty.

In many of the Aerial images the bodies are augmented by 

coloured fabric. This adds dimension and vibrancy but the 

textiles also act as a metaphor for the material world, now 

abandoned. It is perhaps the last vestige, soon to be lost, of 

physical materiality. In Aerial 12, there are multiple figures that 

appear to be descending en masse into the chasm. This can be 

seen as the initial metamorphosis of an ensuing state, though 

Robb keeps us guessing by his use of systematic nomenclature.

The Aerial images are a technical triumph. For this series Robb took 

his bespoke multi-camera system under water at Pinewood Film 

Studios (on the outskirts of London, UK) to capture bodies freed 

from the constraints of gravity. This is very probably the first time 

an artist has taken such great lengths to achieve truly dimensional 

photographic sequences in this way.

~ Katharine Cockshaw

Aerial
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Client :  AQDot

Brief :  Product Brochure

AqStar M1

Delivering formulation flexibility with distinctive aesthetics

Final option.
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A More Natural Solution for High 
Performance Emulsification1

Getting the best from 
AqTMStar M1 

Aqdot® is a Cambridge (UK) based 
performance chemistry company with a focus 
and expertise in developing, licensing and 
selling novel proprietary products.  
Aqdot’s proprietary technology and  
know-how enables materials to be captured, 
held and released on demand. Aqdot  
develops products that enable customers to 
introduce novel and differentiated brands, 
reduce manufacturing costs and make a  
truly positive impact on the environment. 

AqStar M1

l  Body lotion

l  Night cream

l  Eye serum

l  Inorganic sunscreen

l  Organic sunscreen

AqTMStar M1 Product Concepts include:

For more information, contact us at:

Tel: 0044 (0) 1223 928 000
Email: businessdevelopment@aqdot.com
Website: www.aqdot.com
Address: Iconix Park, London Road, Cambridge,  
CB22 3EG, United Kingdom

1AqTMStar M1 comparison with conventional synthetic emulsifiers (data on file)
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l   A desire to develop high-performance emulsification systems 

for new and distinctive aesthetic qualities
l   A preference to use more natural emulsifiers, but most do not 

work as well as synthetic emulsifiers

High Performing

Introducing AqStar M1, 
the ideal solution…

The Formulators’ Dilemma… 
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AqTMStar

Natural Competitor

Significantly more stable than lipophilic starch

AqStar M1

Introducing Aq™Star M1, a more natural solution...

Aq™Star M1 is…
3  A naturally-derived alternative  

to synthetics 

3  A complex of lipophilic waxy 

maize starch and Aq™Bit

3  INCI: (sodium starch octenyl 

succinate) and (cucurbituril) 

Formulation Flexibility
l   Contains AqTMBit technology, delivering stability by a  

combination of charge, steric, and interfacial-network interactions

l   Works well with polar and non-polar emollients of any HLB 

requirement, including fragrance and essential oils

l   Accommodates challenging aqueous ingredients such as extracts and 

preservatives; wide pH compatibility

l   Platform for eye, face, hand and body formulations

l   Glossy oil-in-water emulsions

l   Formulations flow but do not drip

l   Easy spreading on skin

l   No stickiness, sliminess or stringiness

l   Cream formulas exhibit appealing ‘peaking’

l   Slight elastic behaviour - consistent coverage on skin

l   Dispersed well from a pump, airless pump, tube or bottle

Distinctive Aesthetics

l  High performance emulsifier
l  Formulation flexibility
l  Distinctive aesthetics
l   90% plant-based

More Natural1
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Client :  Warner Bros

Brief :  DVD Packaging



Client :  Hachette UK
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Client :  B&Q

Brief :  Desktop Rise



Client :  B&Q

Brief :  Mobile Rise



Client :  CCP Games

Brief :  Desktop HIT



Client :  La Roca

Brief :  REM Pre-expands - Leader / MPU
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Client :  Persi l

Brief :  Desktop Rise
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Client :  Persi l

Brief :  Mobile Rise



digital brand solutions
A UK Company

Honda Civic
Revolve

digital brand solutions
A UK Company

Honda Civic
Revolve

digital brand solutions
A UK Company

Honda Civic
Revolve

Client :  Honda 

Brief :  Desktop Revolve
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Client :  Duracel l

Brief :  Desktop HIT
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Collective UK

digital brand solutions
A UK Company
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Seven Seas 
Desktop REM

This consists of four questions, the first identifies what age 
category the user feels like they fall into and the remaining 
questions will determine their #TRUEAGE.

Collective UK

digital brand solutions
A UK Company

4

Seven Seas 
Desktop REM

They are then presented with a final age which 
can be shared online.

Client :  Seven Seas

Brief :  Desktop REM

Collective UK

digital brand solutions
A UK Company

2

Seven Seas 
Desktop REM

A campaign video and product shots sit in the footer of the 
page with a CTA leading online. Users are enticed to find their 
#TRUEAGE by taking the Seven Seas quiz.



Client :  Bicester Vi l lage

Brief :  REM Pre-expands - Leader / MPU
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Brief :  Desktop HIT


